scan me

climb faster. work safer.
PowerPole makes traditional scaffolding and pump jack systems
a thing of the past. The streamlined design grants you quick
access up to 75 feet. Remove the manual labor of pumping
or cranking and replace it with easy, powered access!
fast + efficient
Quick setup with no roof rigging
Perfect for tight spaces
Accommodates platforms up to 28 in. wide
Landscape-friendly setup
Three times faster than a pump jack

ideal for:
Siding, painting, and wall coating
Window installation, caulking, and glazing
Tuckpointing, patching, and repair
Waterproofing and cleaning

Access Equipment Comparison (Working Heights up to 75 Ft)
Access Equipment

PowerPole

Swing Stage

Boom/Scissor

Mast Climber

Scaffolding

Setup Cost

Best

Good

Better

Fair

Fair

Portability

Best

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Tight Spots

Best

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Work at Ideal Height

Best

Better

Better

Better

Poor

Landscape-Friendly Design

Best

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

powerpole specifications

system accessories
Outrigger assembly

general specifications

The rugged steel stabilizers keep you

Maximum Rated Load on
Climbing Unit

650 lbs (1,300 lbs per pair)

Safety Devices

Lock Lever, Manual Crank,
Integrated Overspeed Brake

Maximum Climbing Speed at
1/2 Rated Load

25 ft/min

Maximum Climbing Speed at
Rated Load

15 ft/min

Maximum Lowering Speed

30 ft/min

Maximum Platform Height

69 ft

Maximum Work Height

75 ft

Platform Sizes

Up to 40 ft x 28 in.

Basket Size

26 in. x 36 in. x 42 in.

pressed into the wall, allowing a
24 feet work height without tying
into the structure. Each side of the
outrigger has a stabilizer that adjusts
8 inches to level the system.

single + dual sided
powerlatch assembly

single

Choose the single-sided PowerLatch
for most applications, or the
dual

dual-sided to connect a platform
support on each side of the climbing
unit or to use our single man basket.

powerpole tilt-up specifications
Maximum Midspan Tie
Spacing

16 ft

Maximum Untied Work Height
(Requires Outriggers)

24 ft

Maximum Height without
Midspan Tie (with Outriggers)

40 ft

extendable v-brace
The extendable v-brace, when
retracted, is the same size as the
standard v-brace, and can move in
2 inch increments to expand for a
total wall distance of 51 inches.

Note: These specifications are taken from the Operators Manual and are subject to change.
Refer to the Operators Manual for detailed specifications and information on proper usage and
maintenance.

super standoff tie
The super standoff tie has extra

system features
climbing unit + Gearbox

long tubes to allow roof access. By
placing the platform at roof level, the
PowerPole tilt-up system can serve
as roofline fall protection.

Powered by a 1/2 in. drill, the 650 lb load
rated PowerTrak system provides 3x the speed

Single Basket

of a pump jack system. Our durable gearbox

The basket features dual entry and a

eliminates typical electrical components,

large 36 inch wide by 26 inch deep

keeps the system lightweight, and features

work area, providing ample space

an overspeed brake for added safety.

for you and your tools. The basket
quickly attaches to the climbing unit

quick attach poles + couplers

via the PowerLatch interface.

Updated, streamlined, extruded aluminum poles
are lightweight for easy hauling and installation.
The tools-free coupler allows for quick assembly.
The pole’s contoured profile assists with grip,
both during assembly and when tilting the
system into place.
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